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Israel National News - Israeli researches discover new bee
Israeli protesters chant slogans and block a road during a demonstration against Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
near his official residence in Jerusalem during the third nationwide

Bay Area Reporter :: News Briefs: SF and Israeli city
These communities, many of which have existed in the area since prior to the start of the Israeli occupation, have limited
access to basic services and are at heightened risk of forcible transfer. At least 10 unauthorized Israeli settlement outposts
are also located either partially or completely in ‘firing zones’.

Israeli protesters press on against PM Netanyahu | KLFY
Israeli researchers have discovered a new species of bees that are believed to be unique to a threatened sand ecosystem
along Israel’s coastal plain. habitat preservation activities in the Nahal Alexander National Park in Israel’s Sharon area and
how they affect the local bee population. “We observed changes in bee communities and

New Buzz: Israeli Researchers Discover New Wild Bee Species
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Lev Haolam allows Israel supporters from all over the world to support local businesses in Judea & Samaria. By subscribing,
you can provide hundreds of businesses with sustainable income.

Ethiopian Israeli aims to unite Jews of all backgrounds
By Leoni Jesner. J ERUSALEM — Born on a roadside during Operation Solomon, which airlifted over 14,000 Ethiopian Jews to
Israel in 1991, Ashager Araro’s start to life was far from conventional. Her name, meaning “going forward” in Amharic, is
fitting, given the nature of her birth en route from her family’s small village of Gondar in Ethiopia to the capital of Addis
Ababa in hopes of

Israeli Americans - Wikipedia
Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has become the first Israeli to receive Pfizer’s vaccine. The jab was
administered live on TV as the Prime Minister said he wanted to set a

'Peaceful' Muslims torch Christmas trees of Greek Orthodox
Israeli researches discover new bee species caused dramatic changes in habitat characteristics and decreased local
biodiversity. “We observed changes in bee communities and in the

Palestinian activist convicted by Israeli military court
Israeli soldier shoots and paralyzes Palestinian man in dispute over power generator. as well as pulling up a pipeline used to
supply water to local communities, according to the rights group.

Lev Haolam • Supporting Israel's Heartland • Home page
The program, which will include a discussion, is part of A Wider Lens, a series of events looking into the Israeli LGBTQ
community, diverse society, and rich culture through a wider lens of experiences, including trailblazing Israeli
documentaries, culinary workshops led by Israeli chefs, and meaningful conversations with local heroes and activists.

In November, record number of Israeli demolitions and
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Additionally, in the northern Jordan Valley (Hammamat al Maleh), a donor-funded kindergarten serving a number of Bedouin
communities received a demolition order. Also in Area C, next to Suba village in the Hebron area, the Israeli authorities
bulldozed some 30 dunums of agricultural land, on grounds that the area had been declared ‘state land’.

Sandals, Shoes, Boots & More | NAOT
Culture and organizations. Various Israeli-American communities have their own newspapers which are printed in Hebrew.
Communities arrange cultural, entertainment and art events (including celebrations of the Israeli independence day which
usually takes place in Israeli-American demographic centers), and some have the Israeli Network channel, which consists of
a selection of live broadcasts as

Bing: Local Communities And The Israeli
Discovery named after Tel Aviv University researcher Dr Achik Dorchin, who spent five years studying changes to bee
communities on the Israeli coast. January 8, 2021, 11:48 am Edit Facebook

New roads pave way for massive growth of Israeli settlements
A prominent member of the local Greek Orthodox church assured this writer that the suspects are local Muslims whom the
Israeli police are presently taking steps to arrest. Local Muslims, in an act of solidarity, gathered near the two churches to
clean up the debris.

Israeli soldier shoots and paralyzes Palestinian man in
An Israeli military court on Wednesday found a prominent Palestinian activist guilty on six charges related to his
participation in demonstrations in the occupied West Bank city of Hebron against

Israeli Human Rights Group Says The Country Pursues
The Jewish Agency for Israel is today launching “JReady, the Jewish Emergency Network,” an initiative designed to assist
Jewish communities in dealing with the challenging consequences of the

Israel National News - Jewish Agency launches
JReady
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Rights activists say the infrastructure will transform settlements into affordable suburban communities with safe, easy
access to cities and public transportation, calling it 'de facto annexation

Buzzing with excitement! Israeli biologists discover new
In 1942 when the members of a small collective farming community in Israel’s Hula Valley began making shoes in a oneroom workshop on Kibbutz Naot Mordechai, the idea that years later their shoes would be worn around the world was
unimaginable. What started as the simple notion that one is most beautiful when one is comfortable, has not only evolved
Naot into a worldwide brand, but a way of

Local Communities And The Israeli
It pointed to Israel’s construction of hundreds of Jewish communities while building few communities for the country’s
Palestinian citizens; and laws that grant automatic Israeli citizenship to Jews around the world but exclude non-Jews,
including Palestinians.

Israeli cuisine - Wikipedia
Israeli cuisine (Hebrew:  ילארשיה חבטמה ha-mitbaḥ ha-yisra’eli) comprises both local dishes and dishes brought to Israel by
Jews from the Diaspora.Since before the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948, and particularly since the late 1970s,
an Israeli Jewish fusion cuisine has developed.. Israeli cuisine has adopted, and continues to adapt, elements of various
styles

Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu receives Pfizer vaccine
A third of United Synagogue communities have announced temporary closures amid Tier 4 restrictions, despite updated
guidance allowing those within the movement to stay open.
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